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ABSTRACT Os
A

In order to learn, children, must practice the desired skill. This

is even more true for special childfien Oo-may have many deficits. In

.
this study, the,on-task behavior 'of fight learning disabled second and

third grade students was increased by the implementation of several

.classroom procedures, including, 1) modifiation.of the envil:mental

arrangement of the classrOom; 2) changing the method of curriculum

presentation and: teaching strategy; and 3) implementation of a classroom

token economy. ,Datfl collected by a time sampling recording procedure

indicate that study behavior increaSed for' all eight children. 'Written:

statements fromthe classroom teacher show a subjective, anecdotal

improvement in deneral classroom functioning as well. In addition to

increases in study behavior for all children, other changes observed

included, children speaking more quietly, answering when spoken to,

smiling more often; being more polite to others, tal010 toeach other

more frequently and more appropriately, and increasinga(Ccoracy in

seatwork.



INTRO*TI6

Providing the proper classroom atmosphere conducive to learning is

essential for all children, especially for learning disabled children.

Included in. this atmdsphere.of learning are such things'as environmental

design, curriculum instruction, on-task behaviors, and a workable classrOom

management system.

Axelrod, Hall, and Tams, 1979, demonstrated that the arrangement of

tables and desks in the classroom could directly affect the amount of talk-

outs and disruptive behavior. Rapport and Bostow, 1976, improved the on-

task'performance of children's completion of assignments by making recreational

activities contingent on percent of assignments completed. Chadwick and

Day, 1971, increased the percent of time children spent working, the amount

of academic output, and the accuracy of assignments by employing a point

system and social reinforcers.

The purpose of, this particular study was to implement simple clasSroom

procedures that waUldincrease the on-task behavior of eight second and

third grade LD students.

METHOD

- _
Subjects and Setting

A simple classroom procedure, designed to increise both on-task behavior.

and the amount of.work completed, was implemented in a Learning Disabled

classroom at Fairfax School, an inner-city elementary school in Kansas City,

Kansas. The classroom consisted of eight black, second and third-grade

students, (2 second graders and 6 third graders), whose ages ranged from 7

to 9 years. All eight children participated in the program.

Response Criteria

.1-hedefinition of on-task behavior included the following:

--- sitting on 'or standing beside one's assigned seat,



cooking at approp0

etc.,

erials, such as book, piper, blackboard,

attempting.to do the a* d task at the appropriate time,

--- answering the teacher or Classroom helper when appropriate,

- -- raising one's hand and waiting quietly for assistance,

--- moving about the ClassrOM if given permission or'told to do so

(e.g. sharpening pencil', hanging paper on bulletin board, getting

books or flashcards, etc.),

--- checking work folder or list of work for the ddy, and

(

- -- doing any task assigned by the teacher or classroom helper.

No attempt was made to include children working quietly 'as a prerequisite

for on-task behavior. If a child was in the appropriate seat and ddAng the

assigned task while humming or making noises, the child was scored as on-task.

PROCEDURE .

Environment

The arrangement of the classroom before any changes were made.can be

seen in the top half of Figure 1, Note that children and learning centers

were dispersed throughout 'the classroom with the teacher's desk in the middle

of the room. Each child's desk had a cardboard cuticle setting on top, making,

it impossible for the teacher to ob'serve tire child's work without standing

directly behind the child's chair. The child was unable to look around the

classroom without moving the cubicle or moving the chair back. The teacher

'was '"required to walk around the classroom to contact individual students.

Likewise, a student had to walk to various parts of the clas'sroom to get to

each of the learning centers or to get to the teacher. In short, both the

teacher and students were spending a great deal of time walking around the



classroom.

The changes in the environmental design, are shown in the bottom half of .

Figure 1. This arrangement made it possible for the, teacher to stay in a

fairly small area an

1

still be able to contact individual children. She was

now able to observe what-each child was- working on and the children were able

\\to see what was going on around them. Movement around the classroom was

minimized by moving the learning centers closer to the children's desks.

Children were required to sit near one ano(her, thereby approximating more

closely a regular classroom environment. (The free-time area of the class-

room will be discussed further in the behavior management section.}

Curriculum

During Baseline, children were given a written list of assignments to

complete during the day. (See Appendix A.) The assignments included seatwork

and various learning center tasks., Many of the worksheets were explained

with written'instructions the children could not read by themselves. Some

children were also unable to read the work to be done on the daily list.of

assignments. Most of the work at the learning centers did not require any

written response. Therefore, it was difficult to assess how much work

children actually did accomplish while at each center. Frequently, the

teacher would tell a child to sit beside her desk and wait for her. This

one-to-one session was designed to help individual children with difficulties

in reading. However, the child would often sit beside the teacher's desk

while the teacher attended to the other children. Sometimes the child would

wait 15 m4nute4 while the teacher took care of children exhibiting inap-

propriate behavior. After 15 or 20 minutes of waiting, the child would

either et up ancrgo back to their own'desk or,begin to engage in inappropriate



behavior.

Occasionally, the teacher would take a small group of children, three

or four', and havda reading or math lesson These small groups were very

difficult to conduct since none of the children were able to work indePend-

ently. The other children,.who were supposed to be doing seatwork, usually

acted inappropriately, distracting.both the,children in the small group and

the teacher.

After' the treatment procedures,'Were implemented,the teacher was instruc-

ted to write the daily list of assignments in 'such a way that the children

could read them without help. Initially, all worksheets which needed special

instructions or help from the teacher were not used.' Children were supposed

to be able to read their own list of assignments and do each task without

assistance. Emphasis was placed on behavior at this.point, not on academic

work. Later on, the emphasis was changed and more difficult work was included.

The small group sessions the teacher had conducted during Baseline were not

conducted during the treatment phase. The emphasis was placed on shaping the

children to work independently without teacher assistance. In order to do

this, the teacher had to be Free to reinforce children for working.

Behavior Management /'

During Baseline, the teacher used various methods of discipline. If a

chi)d was_ especially disruptive in class, the teacher would write the child's

name on the blackboard. Each subsequent episode of disruptive behavior earned

the child a checkmark placed beside the name on the board. These checkmarks

resulted in the loss of the entire -or specified amounts of time from recess.

When a child repeatedly disrupted the class or flagrantly refused to obey

the teacher, she would take the child the princip who would either talky

tow
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to or spankthe child.' As school pro9ressed, the teacher threatened the

children more frequently and'talked in a very loud voice whenev/er the noise

level increased. The teacher was not allond to keep any studOnt after

schoOl since they all rode. the school.bus. Limited cooperation with parents.

made a home-sc'hool program difficult to arrange.

The treatment procedure involved the implementatidn of a token system

in the classroom. Each child received a point card (sea Appendix B) each

day. Children were given points (initials) for exhibiting a variety of

appropriate behaviors. Children'pent their points for free - tine, extra

trips to the bathroom, extra drinks, snacks, small toys, and access to the

free-time area. Th free-time aFea was at the back of the classroom. The .

4

coat closets ran along h .ack gall with a sink and drinking fountain beside

them.. Shelves along the wall contained the games, toys, puzzles, records,

etc: that the children could play with. There were several, large rugs spread

On the flo r .---111e--row of desks and dividers that separated the free-time ,-

' area from the work area had art materials on them. In terms'of space, the

work space area encompassed two thirds of the classroom and the free-time

area was the remaining one third of the total classroom. Initially, children

received point's for appropriate behavior and were ignored when exhibiting

inappropriate behavior. -After the program had been implemented for two weeks,

the children were fined for major in ppropriate behavior. Physical abuse

resulted in the loss of 10 tokens f r each occurrence and included behaviors

such as, hitting, kicking, slapping,'punching, tripping, spitting, pulling

or tearing clothing, pulling hair, & hittin' another nerson with an object.

Verbal abuse, which cost 5 tokens, included name-calling, threatening,

insulting, screaming, shouting answering "No" to the teacher's instructions,



"back-talk," and lying. Behavibrs which did not result in a taken loss,

but were considered inappropriate, were talking. with'Another student when it

was time to work, whispering, tattling, humming or singing while working,

working out loud,, crying unless hurt,''meddling" with another child, "sticking

your nose" into someone else's business, and instigating trouble. Children

were promted or reminded to stop these behaviors or not to start them, but

no other
A

consNluence was applied. Children lost 5 tokens for each episode

of property abuse. Examples or property ahuse included breaking pencils or

crayons,' fearing up papers or pages of a book, slamming furniture into a,

.wall or a desk, writing on a desk, in a book., or on the wall, throwing an

object, crumpling up work papers, and any gross, deliberate misuse of any

object. Children were told to turn the record player or radio down if the

volume got too loud and warned to not cause the machines to "whine" loudly,

but were not fined for either behavior.

Data were collected by using a time sampling at a point in time recording

procedure. (See Appendix C.) Intervals were 30 seconds and data were .

collected for 30 minutes during the seatwork time in the morning. Occasionally,

data were collected in the afternoon during the large group activity, i.e.,

language arts, story, speech, etc., and on several days, data were collected

for loriger than 30 minutes.

Reliability data were collected by the second author who sat several

feet away from the primary observer. One observer yould signal when the

stop watches should be started. Occasionally the observers-Were not able to

score all eight children in the 30 second interval. When this happened, the

observers situp y skipped the next interval and waited until the subsegu.ent

interval before.scoring.again. Neither observer interacted with the children



firing the time data were being collected.

RESULTS

Reliability

Inter-observer agreement data were collected for each child individually'

on .4 occasions during Baseline, 11 occasions during Treatment,'and.on 3

occasions during Post-Checks.

Percent of agreement was computed by dividing, the number of intervals in

which data were obtained for each child by the number of intervals, in which

both observers agreed on the occurrence or nonoccurrence of on-task behavior

for that child. Agreement ranged from 80% to 100% with a-mean of 94 during

Baseline. The range of agreement during Treatment was 61' to 100% with a

mean of 84%. During the Post-Checks, percent of agreement ranged from 93%

to 100% with a mean of 97%.

The effects of the Treatment procedures can he seen in Figures ;' through

9. The data for Subjec.t. 1, Ernie, are shown in Figure 2. During Baseline,

Ernie was on -task an average of 45 of the time in which the'observers

collected data. After the New Classroom Procedures had been instituted,

Ernie's level of on-task behavior increased to a mean of 79%. Post-Check

data points show a mean on-task level of 68%. Subject 2, Tommy, was ,on-task

an average of 40% during Baseline. Tommy's level of on-task behavior in-

creased to a mean of 80% when the New Classroom Procedures were, in effect.

The mean level of on-task behavior during the Post-Checks.was 77%. During

Baselihe, Teddy, Subject.3, was bn-task an average of 28% of the time in

which the .observers collected data. Institution of the New Classroom

Procedures increased Teddy's on-task-behaVior to a mean of 81%. Post-Check

e



data indicate a mean on-task .level 'of 67 Charles, Subject. 4, has a mean

level of 25 ", on -task behavior during Baseline. 4This increases to an average

of 59% during the time the New Classroom Procedures were operating. During

Post-Checks, Charles scored cin-task behavior during the time the
1 I

observers were collecting data. The data for Subject 5, Michael, show the

average Baseline level of on-task behavior to be 57. After the New Classroom

Procedures had beenstaMed, MiChael's level of on-task behavior increased to

a mean -of 7M. Post-Check data points show an average of 7n on-task

behavior. Subject 6', Lennie, has a Baseline average of 11111', on-task behavior.

His level of on-task behavior increased to a mean of 63% during the New

Classroom Proecdures condition. .Lennie's Post-Check data indicated an average

Of 50% on-task beha0or. Andy, Subjjct 7, has a Baseline average of 41% on-
o

% task.behavior. On-task Lehav'ior rose to a mean level of 81" after the New

Classroom Procedures had been implemented. Andy's level of on-task behavior

during the Post-Checks was an average of 80%. Subject 8, Roxanne, was on-

task during Baseline an average of 590 of the time the observers collected

the data. Her level of on-task behavior increased to a mean of 87% during

the New Classroom phase. Roxanne's Post-Check data yielded an

average of 78% on-task behavior.

DISCUSSION

Rearranging the classroom environment, altering teaching strafenies,

and implementing atoken economy; increased the on-task behavior of-all eight

children. in a Learning Disabilities classroom. Although these procedures

were relatively simple to institute, an exfremply large amount of time was

required to teach the 1ssroom teacher to implement the package,. The first

two authors spe.nt 5 entire days in the classroOm assisting the teacher in the



initial stages of instituting the token system. After this first week, the

authors visited the classroOm every day for approximately 2-3 hours. The

visits were gradually fadedto every other day and then to twice a week.

Throughout this time-, whenever the authors were in the classroom, they

functioned as Classroom aides. After Several Weeks,the authors only collected
('

data and talked with the children and teacher during their visits tpthe class-

room and did not function as clasSroom aides. The on-task behavior.orthe

children remained high AUring this fading. The total number of in-classroom

hours spent on thiS project was 81 hours.

Whenever the authors were-in the classroom, they gave suggestions and

encouragement to the teacher. Frequently, the authors would model a technique

for the teacher'and then have her try to imitate it. Mar;)%`o-f these techniques

were new to the teacher and often the children did not respond compliantly.

The teacher needed lots of Suppor,t when she ,began to impleTent the new

procedures by herself.

In addition to the increase in study behavior, other changes were observed

in the children. The authors noted that the children began to speak more

quietly, were more polite,lsmiled more, spoke to each other more frequently

and more appropriately, and appeared,to be happier than before the..new

procedures had been instituted. Children seemed to be more interested in

their seatwork and in general,-acted like they enjoyed school more. During

this time, the teacher was'even able to have the children work together on

flashcards. Most of the time, the children behaved very well'while working

with.each other and began to learn their math facts rapidly.

One of the most dramatic changes observed in the children was their ,

ability to ignore inappropriate behavior from other children. Although no

data were collected on this behavior, the authors noted its increasing



,occ,urrence almost-daily.

Behavior had been such a. problem in the classroom, that the, token

system was designed to increase social behaviors, rather than to teach

specific academic skill -s. Children were given tokens for working quietly

on their assignment, but no tokens were delivered for accuracy or content.

The teacher began to refnforce children for accuracy in their seAtwork by

hahging perfect papers on the bulletim boards around the classroom. Children

were sometimes given a sticker or a stamp on a paper that had been .completed

correctly. On several occasions, children were allowed to take-their perfect

papers to-the principal or to the school secretary. All children seemed to

really like to Have their papers on the bulletr board and frequently asked

or reminded tie teacher or authors that they had earned a sticker or stamp.

These, procedures seemed to he effective in getting. the children to work

towards perfect papers..

In order to teach children'to work quickly, the teacher would allow the

first child who had completed the assignments for that day to act as a tutor

for another child who needed help. This was a very powerful motivator'and

had most of the*children working to be the "helper" each day. As a matter

of fact, children were so anxious to help each other, that the teacher

began to let each child' who 'completed their assignments help another child

ordo a. job, for her, such as sorting, stapling, or passing out papers, etc.
-

This prbcedure functioned very effectively in motivating children to work

quickly.' The authors aPso noted that peer interactions seemed to become

more appropriate and%friendly,as children learned to work with each other.

Shortly after the treatment procedures had been in effect, a volunteer

Grandmother came into the classroom full-time. The teacher had "Grandma"

read individually with the children or work on flashcards. Grandma was able

-91



to give tokens for appropriate behavior and occasionally helped s

)1

p

the class. Having an extra person' in the classroom allowed the chi

have more one-to-one attention, but that too had its drawbacks. Occasionally,

Grandma dfd not follow the newly instituted procedures. She was hardly ever

able to ignore inappropriate behavior and often shouted at and argued with

the children. Repeated.feedback would help for a short time and then Grandma

would go hack to her old behavior.

After the new procedures had been implemented for approximately one

month, two new children came into the classroom. Both children adapted to

the token system with nodi-fficulty. The other children in the classroom

exhibited no additional behavior problems and seemed to hardly notice the

new arrivals.

Two children in the classroom occasionally still exhibited disruptive

and/or aggressive behavior. The teacher inditated that the token system

was effective except when tb.ese two children were "out of control." A

separate individual contract was arranged with each child. For each half

hour of good behavior, each child received an "X" on their point card. After

earning six "X's" or behaving for three hours, the child was allowed to

choose a small pHie from a grab bag. These contracts worked very well for

both children.

A concern for most teachers is whether or not the children in their

classroom like them. An interesting observation made in this cla,l'sroom

.concerned the response', of the children to the au_tors. Whenever the authors

entered the classroom, the children smiled, ran to meet them, hugged them,

began talking immediately, and, in general, seemed very happy to see them.

Occasionally, the sudden appesirante of the,author,; would serve as an apparent
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reminder to a child who was doing something inappropriate. The child would

stop'doing the inappropriate behavior, sit down, and be/in to work quietly

without the authors-having to say a word. In short,/ the authors had initiated

a\ tight contingency system and were beginning to shape the children into

appropriate study behavior. Despite these new limits and demands being

placed on the children, thOr response to the authors was very positive and

friendly,

When the teacher contacted the authors requesting help, she was asked

to write a statement of her current situation, her feelings about her class-
1

.room, and the specific reasons she needed help. Her initial response can be

seen in Appendix D. After the new classroom procedures had been implemented,

the teacher was again asked to write anothe statement regarding changes, ift

the classroom, the children, and herself. Her response is in Appendix E..1

After reading both statements' from the teacher, it is apparent that, in

addUion\to the data showing an improvement im her classroom, the teacher,

too, felt that things had gotte better.

The authors visited the classroom every other week to collect follow-up

data after the classroom procedures had been in effect for several months.

The follow-up data indicated that for five of the eight children, the level ,

of on-task behavior was lower than during the implementation of the new

classroom procedures. Two of the eight children scored slightly higher on

the post-checks, while one child remained the same. One possible reason for

this decrease could be the fact that the teacher had begun to relax and

change some of the procedures the authors had Aituted. The arrangement

of the classroom had been altered; the teacher and classroom aide were not,

giving tokens as.frequently as before; tokens delivered were not always

accompanied by behavior specific raise; small groups had been started again;

point cards were given much less emphasis; the new classroom aide had not

I
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received any training;chilaren were not always spending their tokens; and

the authors were no longer visiting the classroom on a regular basis. De-
-

spite all of these changes, unforeseen side effects began to develop. The

children were coming under the control of more natural Assroom rein-

forcers--they were truly interested in how well they did their work and

enjoyed getting a perfect paper or knowing the right answer. The relation-

ship between the teacher and the children began tcz improve to the extent

that chilldren didn't want to make the-teacher mad or hurt her feelings--

they started to like her! They followed her instructions more readily and

were, in general, more compliant.

The teacher was asked to write a concluding statement the last week of

school. Her eesponse can be seen 4n Appendix F. Her feelings about the .

children and her teaching changed dramatically over the" school year.

To summarize, the changes observed in the children and the teacher in

this LD classroom were phenomenal! The teacher has become a better teacher

because of,her experiences this year and all of the children in her class-

room have benefittedgreatly. The teacher and children that were in this

.clasSroom in September, 1979 "are not the same people" who ended the school

year in the same classroom in. May, 1980!
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PRE TREATMENT TEACHER CONCERN 9/28/79

4

The situation which prompted me to seek help was that I'felt that I was al-

ready defeated by these children. I certainly, found out very soon that I did not

have the skills or the personality to deal with, these inner city black children.

This was my first experience working with this type of child, and it's been

4ite a cultural shock.

Even after being observed by my teaching supervisor, and expressing my con-.

cerns, I was told that talking back and other disruptive behaviors were typical

of the inner city black child, and the 'my' situation wasn't bad at all. She

never really saw them at their worst.) I was really needinj'some support, sug-

gestions and techniques, and all I was told was to "Get Tough." I. found this

all extremely frustrating to the extent of thinking about quiting. "Why am I

a teacher? What, was I doing?"...etc.

I.had been unable to do any teaching because I had to deal with such be-

havior problems Ais: fighting, cursing, talking back, yelling, temper tantrums,

fitting, throwing objects, falling out of chairs, sliding on the floor, incom-

plete work, and the like. I've been 'dealing with these behaviors by-taking a-

way recess and calling parents. I have found no support in the homes either.

(I've had 5 no shows out of 8 parent conferences to' give you a picture): I've

even taken 2 of the children to the principal for paddlings, and they still

acted out.

These are myrconcerns-and frustrations. Luckily I have had previous teach-

ing experiences and enough feedback to feel good about my teaching. In that

area I fee confident. "I want to teach!" Juniper Gardens has really been a

life saver. So-. far, they are the 1st, people to listen and give support. I

can't express what relief it is to know someone is going to help me learn some

new techniques of management so I can teach. And thank you for letting me know

that it isn't all me.

,Classroom Teacher.
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TEACHER'S STATEMINT,DURING TREATMENT ,10/19/79

After 3 weeks of the new program, I feel as though I have a different set

of kids and a new outlook upbn my situation. First of all, I'm finally developing

a "working" relationship with the kids. Before the pOgram began, I really didn't

like or enjoy the children, and. I'm sure that it was likewise for them. I'm be-

ginning to see some very nice courteous behavior which was nonexistent .before,

both verbal and behavioral. Not only are they treating me better, but each other

also.

One aspect that the experimenters Made me aware of was that my children real-
,

ly didn't know how to behave in the classroom; sit in-seats, work independently

on seatwork, or to wait one's turn. I understand now why my small groups I

individual reading was failing miserably. Now what we are dovig is shaping them

to sit in their seats and do seatwork instead of doing small groups. The others

could not handle sitting there without my direct attention. So far, the longest

time I haVe been able to stand back without going to their desks was for 10

minutes.

The number' 1 advantage thatj see about the program is that it is allowing

me to be positive. Being positive has allowed me to feel gpod ",about,what I'm

doing and to feel good about myself as a teacher. Of course it takes a lot

of energy to go around the room and deliver points and verbal praise, but I

feel good at the end of the day (usually). I'm starting to feel like myself

again,

I feel better about what I'm doing, it will rub off on the kids, and we

will all be benefiting from it; and I feel we are

LD CLASSROOM TEACHER
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TEACHER'S STATEMENT ArTER(TREATMENT
AT THE END OF.THE SCHOOL YEAR 5/21/80

Now that I'm the last week of the school year, I am totally amazed how

far my class has come. It angers me to think I had to come to an agency outside

of the school district to get some help with the behaviomin my classroom. Of

course at the beginning of the year when I, found myself with 8 inner-city black

children, I blamed the situation on their culture and my middie class values.

I'm sure it's true to'an extent, but I honestly had no idea how to deal with

children from that culture. I wish someone had at least pulled me aside and

had given me a good idea to what I was about to encounter. Furthermore, at

least givenme some tools to work with unruly and unmoti4ted children.

Now I feel that from the tools that Barbara and Mary Sue have given me,A

I'll be able to step into my'next classroom and whip their behavior into shap'e

in the first few months. I don't feel that it matters whether the kids are

blaCk, white or whatever, I feel the system works and will work on any group

of children.

When I see children who at the beginning of the year were calling me names;

jumping on tables, throwing chairs, books,, etc. and now they tall( to me nicely;

do what I ask and enjoy hugging me)I know that even the worstsituation can be

turned around. I.know that if I hadn't had the help, guidance and positive

feedback from Mary Sue and Barbara I would have never survived' this year.

either would have quit from'frustration or betause I emotionally couldn't handle

the abuse and lack of control and support.

I usedto cry driving home .and occassionally on, the playgrOu because I

would .get SoUpset,:-

It's so neat that through the program not only-have my kids .90:.teh t)eir
. ,

behavior under control, but we have developed a cl4e':elationship. We actually

like each other. I never thoughtTd feel sad about..leaving them, but I'm

feeling.alot of sadness since we've come so far together..;

LD CLASSROOM TEACHER.


